Schools/Home Educated Children
Breakdown of Visit Content and Costs
Visit1 1 hour visit to include demonstrations of our main crafts & skills

£2/per child

Visit2 Half day (2½ hours) of hands-on workshops of 5 * crafts & skills

£10/per child

Visit3 Full day (5 hours) of hands-on workshops

£15/per child

“

Visit 4 Half day (2 ½ hours) at Sandwich Museum with activities **

To be confirmed later

These visits and costs are based on numbers of 15 – 38 (* museum limit 30). For numbers of up
to 15, the £10 charge would still apply, but only 4 * crafts/skills on offer.
The hands-on are one subject choice for a half-day or two subject choices for a full day visit, at
the Centre, for each child. The visits are bookable for Mondays, Tuesdays and Wednesdays only.
The crafts and skills offered for hands-on visits are:

Medieval Calligraphy

Max group size 10

Learning to write a medieval script using quills, starting with practicing
an alphabet and working towards a written piece with a decorated capital.
Blacksmithing (KS3 only) *
An experience of blacksmithing using traditional methods and make
something in the forge to take away .

“

2

Wheat Weaving

“

10

“

6

“

10

Making simple plaits with wheat to make corn dollies and create a harvest
favour to take away.

Baking
Making some basic bread from scratch using traditional ingredients and bake
bread In the wood fired oven. Learn about different breads for the poor & wealthy.

Egg Tempera Painting
Learn about the raw ingredients for making paints and where they came from.
Experience them mixed them with egg yolk for the traditional artists paint.

The demonstration visits include all of the above crafts and skills (see separate
list for more details of this)
* Where it is not practical to offer KS2 children hands-on with Blacksmithing, this can be
demonstrated during your visit as required.

** The linked visit to the Sandwich Museum includes:
Guided tour of the Museum and Tudor Courtroom
Object Handling (from the Museum collection)
Stained Glass Window making (on acetate)
Rope-making (subject to availability)
Costume Dress-up
Trail Activity
The timing of this visit is 10am-12.30pm. The Museum are able to tailor your visit to what may be appropriate for different
ages. This is followed by a walking bus (or your own transport mode) to the Sandwich Quay for lunch on the Quay Green
or place of your choice. An afternoon visit to the Sandwich Medieval Centre will commence at 1.30pm.

(Note: If you require a Museum Visit ONLY please contact the Museum directly at
museum@sandwichtowncouncil.gov.uk)

